
CRITICALLY EVALUATE RESEARCH PAPER

In order to set a solid basis for research on any topic and to prevent multiplication of misinformation, it is crucial to to
critically evaluate existing.

Representativeness depends on the method of selection as well as the assignment. Was the title concise, i. As
far as necessary for critical appraisal of scientific articles, differences in research areas like epidemiology,
clinical, and basic research are outlined. Search for: How to critically evaluate the quality of a research article?
Do the authors of the article you hold in hand do the same? Results Are the findings complete, clearly
presented, comprehensible, and well organised? Even with painstaking planning and execution of the study,
errors cannot be wholly excluded. The reference list must include all sources cited in the text, tables and
figures of the article. Have the authors included sufficient information about the psychometric properties eg.
Were data collapsed over any IVs; if so, were there valid reasons? Results In this section the findings should
be presented clearly and objectively, i. It is wrong to refer to an exploratory data analysis as a proof. Are the
statistics reported correctly and fully, eg. Criteria and criteria measures The criteria measures must
demonstrate reliability and validity for both, the independent and dependent variable. If important aspects of
the methodology are left undescribed, the reader is advised to be wary. Does it demonstrate a previously
undocumented phenomenon? Decide on the Structure of your Critical Evaluation Next, consider how you will
structure your writing. Continue find more critical points within the method to finish your paragraph. Are the
findings in accord with those of the majority of earlier studies? Have the variables and measurement
techniques been clearly operationalised? Unfortunately, greater importance is still often attached to significant
results, so that they are more likely to be published than nonsignificant findings. Cognition and Emotion, 29 2
,  Overall, does the method section provide sufficient information to replicate the study? When considering a
research idea, we are bound to rely on previous findings on the topic. The selection criteria and the rates of
loss to follow-up permit conclusions as to whether the study sample is representative of the target population.
A good publication backs up its central statements with references to the literature. The quality can also be
raised by blinding of the investigators, which guarantees identical treatment and observation of all study
participants. In order to set a solid basis for research on any topic and to prevent multiplication of
misinformation, it is crucial to to critically evaluate existing scientific evidence. Below is a guide with
examples of how to critically evaluate research and how to communicate your ideas in writing. Ask questions
as you go and see if the answers are provided. This article has been cited by other articles in PMC. Only then
can one be sure that the control group is comparable with the study group and shows no systematic
discrepancies that can lead to misinterpretation confounding or other problems  The description of the
procedures should give the reader "recipes" that can be followed to repeat the study. Are the limitations of the
study delineated? Are statements and numerical data supported by literature citations? Reading the abstract is
no substitute for critically reading the whole article, but shows whether the authors have succeeded in
summarizing aims, methods, results, and conclusions. Such a discrepancy could potentially conceal a true
difference between the groups, e. A crucial question is whether the interpretations follow logically from the
results. A second, analytic subsection describes the relationship between characteristics, or estimates the effect
of a risk factor, say smoking behavior, on a dependent variable, say lung cancer, and may include calculation
of appropriate statistical models.


